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On raising the drinking age

What if teens had testified?
No teenagers
testified when
the city council
decided to raise the
drinking age. We
asked teens what
they might have
said if . ..

Former Alderman Dick Simpson opens
a mock city hearing.
The mock City Council hearing was held
May 1 at the Youth Communication Center.
Testimony was presented by Enc Williams,
New Expression Editorial Dtrector; Tony
Mayo, Cathedral htgh school, Ali Bozeman,
Lindblom Tech and Rod Smtth, Stmeon.

What if teens had testifwd when the
Chicago aldermen were considering a
change in the drinking age from 18
back to 21?
Five adult groups did testify. They all
testified against teen drinking. They
used charts and statistics.
The P.T.A. testified. Health and law
enforcement officials testified.
But no teenagers testified . They
didn't know that they could.
Former alderman Dick Simpson was
on the City Council when the change
was proposed. He was the only councilman to vote against the new law
which raises the age to 21.
When he learned that most teenagers didn't know they could have testified about the drinking age, he agreed
to participate in a mock City Council
hearing organized by New Expression.
Simpson heard the testimony of four
teenagers. He responded to each. The
method of conducting the hearing was
the same as a hearing at city hall.
Simpson argued for the City Council's stand on drinking even though his
personal views often differ from the
Council's.
What if teens had testified? Here's
what happened when they got the
chance.
Eric: It seems to me that you 're trying

to legislate morality by changing the
drinking age.
You take the position that teenagers
are causing accidents because of
drinking. Couldn't the change in driving
age to 16 have a lot to do with the
number of accidents? There are a lot
more teens driving today.
Why set the new age at 21? Why not
take it up to 23 or 24? Is there a magic
age? We're saying that 21 is the age
that someone becomes a rational
adult. But then we should wait until 21
to enter the university. We should wait
until 21 to be handed a deadly weapon
in the army.
continued on page 6
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THE INSIDE TRACK

by Paula Eubanks
and Adorn Lewis

Students pay
$ for 'D's

NE staff signs
off u nti I Sept.
This will be our last issue for
the 1978-79 school year. We
hope that NE has served you
well .
Dunng the past few months
our staff members have distinguished themselves.
Denise Bronson, one of our
news editors, was named as a
finalist 1n the Annual Robert F.
Kennedy Journalism Competition.
Deborah Padgett, staff reporter, led a camera crew from
CBS arou nd Chicago as she
did investigative work for her
story, " Silent teens face family
sex cnmes ." The '' Th irtyMinutes" program has been
nominated for an Emmy.
Enc Bradshaw, Rod Smith

and Evelyn Polk appeared on
the Phil Donahue Show to discuss the problems of part-time
jobs for high school students.
Enid Vasquez, reporter and
advertising manager, has been
selected as a public policy
analyst for the summer at the

Youth Policy Institute in
Washington, D.C.
Many of ou1 staff members
who are seniors will be leaving
this year. If you would like to be
a member of NE next fall , contact Adorn Lewis at 663-0543.
Remember, being a staff

A Chicago public high school
student told New Expression
that some of her classmates
had recieved " F's " in a required class she was enrolled
in.
That seems typical , but the
switch is that in this girl's class,
the teacher announced that for
$30.00 he would raise an " F" to
a " D" so_that the students
could pass his course. She insists that some students in the
class took him up on the offer,
successfully.
We called the Chicago
Board of Education's Law Department and the Chicago
Teachers Union to see what
action this girl should take
against her teacher. We got
some answers:
Ms. Patricia Whitten of the
Bd. of Ed. said that the first and
only step a student should take
in this type of situation is to report the incident to the principal.
She said the principal may
move to seek dismissal of the
teacher. Ms. Whitten didn't
mention that only 12 teachers
(out of 28,000) had been dismissed for cause last year.
At this point, says John Katsakis of the CTU. the union
would "protect the teacher as
best it could." First the CTU
would defend the teacher " if
the teacher sought the CTU's
assistance. "
Kotsakis added, "If a teacher
comes to us and asks if it is
okay to do this (raise grades for
money) , we'd tell him, 'No.' "
He be li eves th e action is
clearly against ethics.
We should hope so.

member could mean more
than writing. If you do cartooning, or would like to find out
about advertising, or if you're
interested in photography, call
before next fall.
Have fun and stay safe this
summerI

A spring
fling for
only $2

'No students allowed between 9 am and 3 pm'
On the corner of 112th St.
and Ewmg Ave ., DeKovan
Drugs has the following s1gn
taped m the window
No students allowed
between 9 am and 3 pm
The other day a Washington
High School studen t who
shops at DeKovan called New
Expression with the complaint
that she thought this s1gn is a
case of discrimination .
Accord1ng to the Chicago
Commiss ion on Human
R1ghts, it is discnmlnat1on.
A spokesman at the Com-

mi ssion says di scriminating
signs like this one are common
m shop windows near Chicago
high schools.
The spokesman said, "The
store owner is concerned
about theft when a large group
of students enter his store at
the same time." But he adds,
" Still, theft Is a risk the owner
has to bear as a business person."
To refuse to allow students
to purchase merchandise is a
violation of citizens' rights in
Chicago and th e own ers.

operators. or agents of stores
that practice this type of discrimination are eligible to be
fined up to $200. Their stores
are also eligible to be declared
a public nuisance, so the owners will be "deemed guilty of
maintai ning a public nui sance."
"Stores may legally have a
sign that says 'only two to three
students at a time,'" said the
spokesman. He adds that this
notice wouldn't be practical
because students entering the
store don't know how many are

vantages JCilities and
privileges of stores .. . "
If that doesn't work, the student should file a complaint
with the Commission, at which
point the Commission will pay
the store a visit.
If store managers are really
afraid that teens are going to
rip them off, they can close
betw een 9 am and 3 pm
(school hours) . That should
solve their problem. At least it
would be legal.

already in the store.
According to the Commission, the first thing a student
should do if he is denied entry
to or denied purchase in a
store, is to read the following
statement to the store manager:
From Chapter 199A of
the City of Chicago Civil
Rights Code: "All p ersons within jurisdiction
of City of Chica go shall
be entitled to the full and
equal enjoyment of the
accommoda tion , ad -
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Cover Photo:
Most teens aren't
aware that they can
testify at hearings
concerning new laws.
Our Ignorance locks
us out of legislative Issues such as the recent Chicago change
In the drinking age.
Paula Eubanks shot
this photo which symbolizes how adults
block out teen Input.
See fron t p ag e and
page six for details.
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Survival Tales of foster teens

'After five
changes,
any place
•
IS all right'

" Many adults
think that you
have to be a saint
to act as a
guardian of a
teenager.''

by Rhonda Hannah with Sharon Lewis
"I was sixteen when they put me
in a foster home. The woman laid
all kinds of heavy rules on me. She
gave me a ten o'clock curfew. And
I was used to being out until two in
the morning."
Diane left that foster home after
two months. After four years with
an alcoholic mother who was
rarely around the house, Diane
wasn't ready for strict rules.
"I didn't give them a chance,"
she said. " I went to my sister and
told her I couldn't stand it, and my
sister let me move in with them."
Diane's problem is typical of the
5,000 teens in Illinois who are
wards of the state. They need a
home. They usually need· a
guardian. But, as adolescents,
they find it hard to adjust to the
living style of total strangers.
Finding foster homes for ado·
lescents is a big problem for foster
care agencies. Licensed foster
parents do not normally request a
teenager.
" Many adults feel that you have
to be a saint to act as a guardian
for a teenager," said Paul Carrier.
Carrier directs the training ser·
vices for Transitional Living Pro·
cess, one of the private agencies
that places teens in foster homes,
and he finds that adults are afraid.
They know that adolescents want
freedom , and they don't think that

Photo by Nona Paramore

as foster parents they can make
teens obey.
But the teens we talked with
said that they were willing to ad·
just. Michael was forced to wait at
the Audi Home until he was settled
with a family. At first he said he
didn't want to stay with anybody,
but then he learned how to adjust.
At 17 he and his foster mother,
whom he calls " auntie," have a
good relationship.
Karen has been shifted five
times since she lost her mother at
age three. " It's okay where I'm at
now," she said. " I guess any place
is all right after being moved
around so much.
Being a "foster teen" is not an
advantage among other teens according to our sources. Those we
interviewed all admitted that they
try to cover up the fact with their
friends. " It's just not something
you talk about," John said. " I don't
want everyone to know I'm a foster child."
When other teens ask Michael
why he calls his mother "auntie,"
he tells them it's none of their
business.
Only Karen will talk openly with
others about her foster home. She
accepts herself as a person with
multiple guardians who has never
had parents. She works at a Rustler's after school so that she can

support herself through college. " I
don't expect to be treated differently because of all this. I want
people to like to me for who I am,"
she said. " I've learned to be very
independent, and I have to look on
that as the bright side of this ex·
perience."
But John still can't see any
bright side. " I didn't understand
what was going on," he said. " I
didn't feel comfortable. I was always in a different environment. "
He's been carrying those feelings
since he was four. He doesn't
really know what happened to his
mother. He likes the home he's in,
but he seems unable to accept the
fact that he is a foster child.
The number of children like
John who need foster care has
increased in the last four years
because of an increase in parent
abuse and neglect. Approximately
25 ,000 minors in Illinois need
foster care , but only 9,000 are receiving it.
Until a foster home is found, a
homeless teen is placed in an
emergency placement center by
the Illinois Department of Children
and Family Services. The Department's reception room made
the daily papers lately with pictures of teens and teen mothers
with their babies sleeping overnight on office furniture. Even the

Department's emergency centers
are facing overflow demands.
Foster families receive between
$105 and $140 a month from the
state. According to the National
Commission on Children in Need
of Parents, that amount is about
what it costs to board a dog in a
kennel for a month. The Commission called the nation's foster care
system a terrible failure " that
harms many of those it's sup·
posed to help."
The harm takes many forms. In
Chicago, for example, a law-Yer
who defends wards of the state,
Patrick Murphy, says that most
teens would be better off with
members of their own family. But
the way the government money
system now works, it is harder to
get financial assistance for mental
health problems in a family that
needs help than it is to get help for
the children after the family is
broken up. In this way the system
encourages the need for foster
home care.
Teens have one advantage in
the foster care system that
younger children cannot consider.
At age seventeen a ward of the
state can request to live by himself
or herself under the Living Independent Program. The state provides only $200 a month for room
and board. Normally the indepen-

dent teen needs a part-time job to
cover expenses.
In 1977, one such Chicago teen
was pictured by TV news cameras
on his prom night with a rented
limousine and expens1ve postprom reservations. He explained
why he poured all of his money
into one night even though he was
living in a one-room apartment. It
meant so much to h1m to have a
big event in his life because so
many other events, like birthdays
and graduation, had not been
made important.
Right now, because the number
of foster parents offering to house
teens does not match the number
in emergency holding centers, the
state houses teens with private
agencies. Some agencies use the
"group home" approach. A group
of teens lives under the same roof
with house parents and social
workers.
Another approach is the "single
parent" program. Some soc1al
workers believe that it is easier for
a teenager to identify with one
adult figure as a guard1an rather
than accepting an entire family.
New Expression will investigate all three programs in later issues and take a look at the thirtyday emergency holding centers
that usually exist for a lot longer
than thirty days.

~·

~~National c~~~~~!!~ed?o!g~~~h~~!i~?n
We now offer an
exciting Human
Services program
Come to our all-day career conference for high
school students, June 1. Call to make a reservation (621-9658). No charge.
This four-year bachelor of arts degree program
prepares students for human services careers,
such as:
• youth serv1ces coordinator
• parent coordinator
• senior center director
• personnel counselor
• art specialist
• health coordinator
• social service administrator
• child life spec1aflst
• res1dent1al ch1ld care worker

Placement
Our track record m JOb placement
1s outstanding. Over 90% of our
graduates obtain employment
in educational fields.

Financial Aid
Available through federal, state
and private sources. 85% of our
students presently receive financial ald.

Write to:
Undergraduate Admissions
National College of Education,
Chicago Campus
18 S . Michigan Avenue
Chicago, lllmois 60603

621-9650

------------------------------ - ------------------ -

National College of Education
Chicago's specialized college for teacher training
Yes, 1am Interested in finding out more about National College of Education. Please send mformation
to:
Name:
Address.

--------

Phone:
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surveys
shout one
theme:
~Don't force me!'
As we go to press, the House of Representative's Subcommittee on Armed Services and Military Personnel has approved required registration for males 18
and over starting January 1, 1981.
Art by David Levi

by Kevin Thompson

National Service: Voluntary or required?
Teens don't want the government forcing them to serve. Sixteen teens from the city and suburbs talked in-depth about their
v1ews on government service, and
all but one 1nsist upon a voluntary
serv1ce system
"For those who want to go into
the military the military IS beautiful. Because they're the ones who
w1ll make the army what 11 should
be That's the k1nd of reasomng
that Influences Steve Weiss of
Cathedral, who opposes required
serv1ce of any kind
"I don't feel that 1ts my duty to
serve, " Yolanda Bouchee of
Undbloom proclaimed.
Allen Nelpomucano of St. Ignatius agreed with Yolanda's
sense of nghts. "I don't like the
idea of being in the military or 1n
anyth1ng I'm forced to do."
The pressures that already
exist for youth w1thout required
service concern Anthony Zeringua of Quigley South "I think
most of us are more concerned
w1th where our next dollar will
come from and how we are going
to beat Inflation," he sa1d.
Heidi Davis of Oak Park-R1ver
Forest says she wouldn't serve
because she doesn't like "the
system." Anothl3r girl insists that
she would flee to Canada before
she would allow the government
to force her into serv1ce.
Susan Lee of Kenwood

Academy doesn't want a required
system, but she did admit that
without a draft "we will not have
enough trained men ready to fight
a war."
The c1tyw1de results from the
New Expression survey about required or voluntary service are as
follows:
Wh1ch of the following would
make the m1iltary attractive to
you?
22% post-military college scholarships
30% higher pay scale
25% earnmg college cred1t for
specialized military training
2% I don't need any further incentive to enlist
21% nothing would make the
military serv1ce corps attractive to me
Do you think that the national
youth serv1ce corps should be
voluntary or required?

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
EARNING OPPORTUNITIES
TEENS!!!
Have. fun all summer long
earning $50 to $1 00 per week
as a sales trainee.
Picnics and other exciting
outings.
Qualify for scholarships:.
$500 or $1000 to the college
of your choice (this fall).

COOPER ENTERPRISES
912 E. 47th Street
Chicago, Ill. 60653
CAl L. 268-0194
9:00A.M.
to
7:00P.M.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

60% Voluntary
15% Required
25% No opinion
Would you be willing to volunteer one year to work with others
your own age on national problems in return for room, board, and
minimum wage?
65% Yes
23% No
12% No op1nion
Do your believe that most
young Amencans are willing · to
give a year of service to their
country?
34% Yes
51% No
15% No opin1on
Do you think that a year of volunteer service would help you
choose the type of work or study
you want to pursue?
49% Yes
38% No
13% No opin1on

"For those who
want to go into the
military, the military
is beautiful."
Steve Weiss,
Cathedral

Required Service: Women as well as men?
New Expression also asked 16
teens if they thought women
should be included in compulsory
National Service. The reactions
were split. The boys agreed that
women as well as men should be
"drafted."
Mortimer Smith of Weber High
School said, " Yes , women should
be included. It comes along with
equal rights. Besides, they might
do just as well as men" Terrence
Franklin of Whitney Young High
School agreed. He believes,
"Everyone should serve. We're all
Americans. This isn't just a man's
country. Women live here too;
they should serve just like the
men."
The females interviewed had a
different set of perceptions on the
question. All the girls felt women
could handle required civilian
service but all agreed military
service was another question.
Why is the military viewed
differently by women? Chantell
Hodo of Westinghouse said,
" Women could serve in the military, but if war broke out, women
wouldn't be ready for combat yet. "
She didn't say what changes in
the future would prepare them for
combat.
Sandra Glenn of Calumet
seems to agree with Chantell's
perception. "Women should not

be required to serve in the military," she said. "I don't believe I
would be physically able or emotionally stable enough, especially
under combat."
The results from the survey are
as follows:
Are you in favor of a required
national registration of all young
men aged 18-27?
28% Yes
58% No
14% No opin1on
Are you in favor of a required
national registration of all young
women aged 18-27?
26% Yes
58% No
16% No opinion
If a compulsory National SerVIce Corps is established, should
women be required to participate
48% Yes
36% No
16% No opinion
If a military draft is required,
should women be drafted on the
same selective service basis as
men?
35% Yes
56% No
9% No opinion

Which form of service would you choose?
Under McClosky's bill there are
four chOICeS for everyone between the ages of 18-27. The
ChOICes: 1) two years Of aCtiVe
service in the military with Gl Bill
benefits; 2) six months of active
duty and 5Vz years 1n the ready
reserves, w1th benefits; 3) one
year of c1vilian service w1thout
benefits; 4) a gamble in a draft
lottery pool, risking military induelion for two years without benefits.
Of the 16 students Interviewed
all but three boys sa1d they would
choose nonmilitary service.
Everyone else's preference was
for c1v11ian serv1ce Nobody chose
the draft lottery
There were two popular reasons why students chose civilian
serv1ce. Chnstopher Sneed of
Mendel sa1d, "I'm not into fightmg
people; I want to help them. Civilian serv1ce would let me do that. "
Other students, like Kelly Iliff of
Lane Tech, would join civilian
service because they are looking
for a JOb expenence or an adventure . "I want to be Involved," she
explained
Allen Nelpomuceo thinks he
would choose to work 1n a day
care center "I hke work1ng w1th
people," hC' sa1d ''I plan to focus
on psychology 1n college "

"Civilian service
WOUld make me feel
aS if the yearS
WOUldn't haVe been
wasted."
Mary Wolski, Lane
Tech
Mary Wolski of Lane Tech
wants something more out of the
service than learning war tactics.
" War tact1cs JUSt wouldn't benefit
me Civilian service would make
me feel as 1f the years wouldn't
have been wasted," she said.
"Civilian service would prepare
me for a JOb and probably for college"
He1di Davis says, " I want to JOin
something to deal w1th justice and
politics I don't like the system so I
want to change th1ngs." A plan
that would allow her to work with a
not-for-profit agency could make
that poss1ble, she says.
The results from the survey are
as follows.
If the required National Serv1ce
Bill (McCloskey Act) IS passed
which opt1on would you choose?
47'/o 2 years m1htnry serv1ce for
Gl Bill benefits

14% 6 months military service
and 5Vz years ready reserve
34% 1 year in civilian government serv1ce
5°<> gamble with a draft tottery
pool, risk1ng military induelion for 2 years without Gl
Bill benefits
Do you thmk that h1gh schools
should be reqUired to prov1de the
government with the names and
addresses of students?
34% Yes
51% No
15% No opinion
If a national youth serv1ce corps
IS formed, would you like to wear a
special uniform?
50% Yes
30°'o No
20°'o No opimon

*

It's election time

D o you know
w here your
student council is?
Photo by Nona Paramore

by Terrence M. Franklin
Once a year the student leaders
of this city meet.
Once a year the elected officers
and representatives of all high
school councils (public and private schools) come together
under one roof.
Once a year they forget their
sock hops and their talent shows
and get down to the serious business of citywide youth leadership.
This year that important event
took place on March 29 at Robeson High School. I was there to
find out what it is that student
council leaders do when they
meet together.
The first thing that they did this
year was to listen to a speaker.
The speaker was not a teen, of
course. He was not even a leader.
The keynote speaker was a
representative of Josten's ring
company who tours the country
giving talks on school spirit. This is
a service that Josten's offers in
order to keep the Josten name in
front of the student leaders who
often select the ring company~in

Teen
Notes
by Hassan 0. Rosell
Female teens up in smoke
If you don't see as many teen
smokers around these days,
you are seemg right. There
aren't as many as there were
five years ago.
But there are more girls
smoking than ever before. And

their schools .
The speaker was very
entertaining. He's had a lot of
practice. He knows how to make
the problems of high school sound
funny- you know, the gigantic zit
on the face just before the prom.
He didn't talk about race riots,
vandalism, suspensions, counseling
services ,
student
rights ...all those little things that
nobody wants to hear about anyway.
The next item of business was a
kind of progress report. Six student councils cooperated to produce a slide show to describe their
successes with dances, talent
shows and fantastic homecoming
festivities. Again , there was no
mention of the little things that nobody wants to hear about anyway.
Before lunch delegates chose
the topics they wished to discuss
in small groups during the afternoon. Topics such as How to
Recognize Academic Achievement, Should Public Funds Be
Spent to Study the Affects of
Marijuana?, Peer Culture Development, Student Council Proj-

so the government is already
predicting new highs in cancer
and heart disease among
women in the next twenty
years.
The Surgeon General believes that the decline in teen
smokmg, and that means a big
decline among teen males. is
due to " the new attitudes in this
country about health , especially among young people ."
Block the Draft
The draft proposal bills are
expected to reach Congress
between May 15 and June 15.

Editor's Note

Terrence Franklin, on assignment for NE , set out to
cover the City-Wide Student
Council Meeting. Instead of a
promising story on the Council ,
Terrence was whirled into the
world of council members who
were more concerned about
homecoming floats and Miss
Coca-Cola contests. As a result, he refused to take anything else seriously and decided to report his experiences
about the meeting in the
humorous piece below.

ects That Work, and How to Deal
with Student Apathy.
The Affects of Marijuana group
chose not to report its discussion.
The Student Council Projects
That Work group told us about one
school's " Miss-Coca Cola Contest." It was an excellent fund
raiser, they said. The girl who sold
the most tickets won a tour
through the Coca-Cola Company
as her prize.

Any student who is opposed to
the draft can join the Movement Against the Draft (MAD) ,
whose goal is to block the draft
bills by sending a petition to the
President with five m1llion signatures.
To secure a petition sheet,
write to Movement Against the
Draft. Room 305, 343 S. Dearborn , Chicago 60604.
Colleges must expand
women's sports
In the next few years college
scouts will actively recruit
female athletes as a result of

The possibilities for other
schools seem endless. Look for a
" Miss Skippy Peanut Butter" or a
" Miss Kitchen Magician " or a
'' Miss Veg-0-Matic" in the
1979-80 school year.
In the afternoon the delegates
also held a parliamentary meeting. They needed to discuss an
amendment about how to amend
the City-Wide Student Council
Constitution.
Right after the discussion
began a delegate in the back of
the hall proposed an amendment
to the amendment (to exclude the
word ··present" from the original
amendment). That amendment
was discussed for twenty minutes
before a delegate tried to propose
an amendment to the amendment
to the original amendment about
amendments.
President Karen Larke ruled
that an amendment three-times
removed couldn't be voted on.
Everyone seemed relieved. In all,
it took an hour to pass the
amendment to the amendment
about amendments.
I asked Joe Dudley, a Whitney

Young delegate, what he thought
about the importance of this vote.
He told me that "It showed that the
CDSCA (Chicago District Student
Council Association) isn't just a
figurehead, but an organization
that cares about the student
population and seeks to open new
doors of understanding."
Right after the discussion group
reports, it was time for the election
of officers. The credentials of the
nominees had been reviewed by
the citywide advisors, and those
with proper backgrounds were
allowed to run. One nominee was
approved for each position and so
the election was like an election
for alderman in the First Ward.
The whole meeting and election
process was the responsibility of
James Knox, president of Robeson's student council. Now he's
president of the entire City-Wide
Council. I asked James why he
wanted to serve next year. ''It
helps Chicago high school student councils solve problems they
face," he told me. " It is a good
organization. This type of organization is needed!"

the court's ruling on the meaning of Title IX of the Education
Act.
Title IX reqUires colleges to
prov1de the same type of incentives 1n recruiting male and
female athletes. Otherwise the
school can lose all of its federal
fundmg.
This will mean an increase 1n
the number of scholarships
available to women and the
value of the benefits m those
scholarships.
The colleges and universities , along with the NCAA,
oppose this interpretation of

Title IX. They claim this will
cause them an unfair financ1al
burden. In answer to their
complaint. the Office of Civil
Rights asked them 'to recognize the fact that equality costs
money."
College thievery!
Many of the natron's colleges are in the m1dst of declining ethical standards
A study made by the Carnegie Council on Policy
Studies in Hrgher Educat1on,
shows that many students are
cheating and stealing. It also
shows that faculty members
are inflating grades. The colleges themselves are misrepresenting their course offerings to attract students.
Almost half the students surveyed said that they thought it
was necessary to beat the
system to be successful. Many
students would overenroll in
courses and then drop the
ones they were doing poorly in.
That way they artificially increase their grade averages.

WHO RUNS THE MOST COMPLETE AND MOST UNIQUE GIRLS
BASKETBALL CAMP IN THE U.S. ? WAS I DOES. READ ON.
Saint Mary's College, Notre Dame, Indiana • August 12-17
w.A.S.I. All-5tar Basketball Camp 1s unique in many ways. This camp offers not only a week of mtense
instruction by a top staff of high school and college coaches, but also the opportunity to play agamst ~he best
competition in your area. The program includes cond1tionmg and flexibility tra1ning and in. connect1on With thiS,
weight training and d iet planning lectures w ill be presented . W.A.S .I. does more th~n J~St g1ve one week of
great basketball . While at camp each girl w1ll receive a list of schools offermg .scholarship a1d for basketball. She
will be seen by college coaches who have been invited to attend camp sess1ons. In attendance last year were
representatives from Maryland, St. Joseph's, Temple, ~nd LSU, among others. At the week's end a compl~te
evaluation of the camper's basketball skills, along with her academic record, will be prepared and sent to f1ve
schools picked by the girl. Also, these evaluations w1ll be kept on f1le so that any school requesting one can,
with the girl's permission, receive a copy.
W.A .S.I. Staff : Cathy Rush is the President . The camp program has been developed by Mrs. Rush who has
successfully run her own camp for eight years. The staff cons1sts of top h1gh school an~ college coaches. A guest
lecturer will be featured every day . The staff (ratio IS one to six campers) 1s dediCated to •nstrucung and
train 1ng players in every phase of the game. W.A.S.I. is committed to helping high school players and college
coaches commun 1cate in the world of women's basketball . Camp open to next year's h1gh school Juntors and
seniors. Limited enrollments available. See your coach for registration form . For more 1nformat1on, please
wr•te or call :
WOMEN'S ATttLETIC SERVJOE, INC., ALL STAR BASK.ETBALL CAMP
-620 Allendale Road. Kmg of P~ussia , Pa. 19406.,... (2151 337·3400.

H .,,J011•5
16 Floor - STEVENS BLDG.
SUITE 1614
17 NORTH STATE STREET
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Drinking Age: What if teens had testified?
cont1nued frorn page 1

Simpson: Are you fam111ar With
the testimony presented to th1s
Commtttee that shows the senous
acctdents which have occurred
Stnce the change 1n the dnnkmg
age? That these teen accidents
have caused deaths tn many
cases? That they are serious
enough to permanently cnpple
many members of your peer
group?
You say that you don't think that
dnnkmg Is related , but can you
provtde any evtdence to this
Commtttee to say th1s ts not the
case?
Eric: I don't have any hard evt
donee But I do know that with the
change 1n drinkmg age m Ch1cago
you're going to have teens driving
out to the suburbs to get a drink.
They're going to have to drive
back tnto the city
Simpson: Well , Mr. Wtlliams, you
know the City Council can't pass a
law covering the entire state
Parents and other adults
throughout Chtcago are demanding a change m the drinkmg
ago First, because of the driving
acc1dents. Second, because as
package goods have become
available, people have carried
liquor out of establishments and
gtven it to gangs. Thts has caused
a rash of gang-related problems In
our community.
Eric: Isn't drinking gomg to cause
accidents in any age group?
Simpson: Yes, but the problem
with teenagers is that they are less
mature or less able to handle
liquor. They frequently get into
more serious accidents.
At least a portion of the adult
communtty will behave more rationally That doesn't mean that
there won t be adults who have
accidents. But it does seem that
there's a connectton between teen
dnnking and teen acctdents that's
quite stnktng
Maybe citizens won't be mature
at 21 . But some date has to be
gtven as a cutoff date when
soc1ety declares one an adult. We
dtd drop the age to 18, and all the
facts show that those who got the
new pnvilege didn't behave responstbly.
Tony: An I.D is easy to obtain. I
have gone tnto bars where you're
supposed to be 21, and I've been
served without being asked for an

I D.

It's a waste of energy to change
the drinkmg age to 21 If a teenager wants a drink badly enough,
he w1ll get 11. He may go to a suburb or he may ask a friend to get it.
You will not stop someone just by
tellmg him tt's aginst the law
What this law wtll do IS lower the
revenue from taxes for the city. A
lot of bars are lostng money, and
the c1ty is losing tax money.
Simpson : We haven't lost any
license fees from those bars You
don't pay sales tax directly on the
dnnk, so what revenue has been
lost?
Tony: There is revenue per case,
I believe
Simpson: Okay. There is tax on
the beverages . Much of that
doesn't come to the city.
Shouldn 't we set aside this
minor revenue loss for the safety
of our cittzens?
Tony: You can't base the drinking
age on factors that are not a matter of age Some acctdents are
caused by the weather or by
cheap, worn out cars.
Simpson : Do you have any proof
that there have not been serious
accidents caused by drinking?
You have to show evtdence.
I say again, adult groups favor a
change, groups like the P.T.A.
There was nobody to testify- besides yourselves here today against the change.
After all, aldermen are elected
officials, and they're supposed to
represent the views of their constituents. It seems to me that
everyone - except the few of you
- favor the change in age.
Ton y : Some young football
players get out of hand when they
play and they cause accidents,
but you don't take football away
from all young people.
Some people will always abuse
a right. But it doesn't work in our
country to take a right away from a
whole group to stop the abuses of
a few. Prohibttlon didn't work.
Simpson: At least in the case of
football , there's a positive side.
Football helps people grow; it
helps them make judgments and
work together in a team effort.
Both adults and youth favor football.
However, there ts no beneftt to
dnnking. There's no benefit to
society.
Tony: How is adult drinktng good
for soctety?

You may be
pushing VD
GONORRHEA MAY BE ... CA LLED

Clap
Wh it es

Strai n
Drip
GONOHR~J.<~A may cause Sterility,
Arthnt1s, evE>n Blindn£>ss.
The following an• symptoms of Gonorrhea (women
usually have no symptoms) :
I A Y(:llowish discharr.w from your sex organ
2 Bunung st•nsatJon when urinating
Pr<!mpt m£>d1C·al trC'atm<•nt is important to prev<>nt
Sl'rJOus

Simpson: When you're an adult,
the argument of responsibility and
the right to make cho1ces comes
tnto play.
Even though adult drinking has
no soctal benefit, at least at that
age society doesn 't have the nght
to dictate. At 18 the responsibthty
doesn't seem to be there.
Ali: To me, what you're saytng 1s
that teens drink to get drunk and
for no other reason.
Simpson : They don't dnnk for any
socially beneflcal reason.
Al i: Then alcohol, in general, has
no soctal benefit. So that argument seems to cancel out.
As to who it ts that dnnks
(without soc1al benefit), that is an
tnd1V1dual matter. You can't judge
whole groups by individuals.
You talk about gangs. I haven't
seen an increase In gang vtolence
because of drinking
Simpson: Maybe not violence.
But we see more graffiti. We see
more people afratd to go past the
entrance to bars and yo uth
standing arond with beer bottles in
their hands. People are unhappy.
Ali: Are you saying that graffiti is
done by drunk teens?
I'm sure you have no evidence
of that. It's just someone with a
can of spray paint or some chalk.
When you hold something back
from someone, it just makes him
want it more. Look at Prohibition.
They found a way to get their
drinks.
Simps on : At least the beverage is
harder to obtai n with this law. We
feel it will cut down on the accidents and the gang incidents.
Al i: What is a gang?
Simps on : Gangs stand as a
group. They usually have names
and wear Jackets. The problem is
that gangs can be violent and
engage in antisocial behavior.

Your chance
to testify
on laws
affecting you

Al i: I'm tn a social club. Now, you
may call us a gang. We wear Tshlrts. Some social clubs wear
jackets. No one in our club drinks
or smokes pot, and we don't get
tnto anything that's really illegal.
Other clubs might be wild.
Simpson : We're worned about
gangs who begin to have alcohol
to tmpair their judgment.
Ali: You're worried about drinking,
and it's already easier to get
marijuana. If you walk outside,
you will find someone willing to
sell you some marijuana.
Simpson : Marijuana is not eas1er
to get than alcohol, but it is too
easily obtained. Marijuana is already against the law.
Ali : But tf they can't get alcohol,
they can get mariJuana.
Simpmson : The goal of this
Committee is to slow down the

use of alcohol among teens. Any
tavern that sells to people underage is takmg a btg gamble. Not
very many wtll try.
Rod : If we aren't responsible
enough to handle liquor, then why
are we responsible enough for
military duty? We can handle deCisions w1th a gun but not drinktng
dectsions.
Simpson: That's the argument
that onginally led to the lowering of
the drinking age. Dnnking is a
pnvilege, unlike voting and the
freedom of speech, wh ich are
rights. It seems that it is a privilege
which teens have abused.
Rod : I feel there's a prejudice
among adults. They're scared of
teens They don' t understand
teens. (We didn 't grow in the same
ki nd of world that they grew up in.)

Tony Mayo argues a point. Photo by Melvin Banks.
What issues, do you feel,
really affect youth? Would you
like to talk with the lawmaking
body that makes those decisions that affect your life? If so,
now is the time to act
A hearing by teens will be
held on May 30 at the YMCA,
19 S. LaSalle (6th floor) from
3:30 to 7 pm to decide those
top issues. The most popular
issues will be prepared by a
teen committee for hearings
before the Illinois lawmakers in
Springfield.
All of this may be possible
through a project called the
.Youth Public Information Project. The proposal for the project is supported by four organizations : Day Care Crisis
Council, the Youth Network
Counci l, Alternatives School
Network and Youth Communication/Chicago Center.
The project is aimed at getting more youth involved with
issues that come up before
legislative bodies, like the II-

linois House and Senate. A
number of youth issues have
come before the legislature,
but rarely, if ever, have youth
been heard on these issues,
the project organizers argue.
Our cover sto ry is a good
example of this- teens didn't
testify on the drinking age.
YPIP is schedul ed to start
sometime this summer, but it
faces two challenges: funding
and getting teens interested in
participating. Right now, teens
are needed who are concerned
and willing to work in different
committees.
The program organizers say
that the program is fully devoted to the International Year
of the Child. Judy Gottesegen,
organizer of the program, says
the program is no good without
teens.
To become a part of YPIP , or
to get information concerning
the hearing, contact Judy at
663-0543.

dama gt• to your h<'alth
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Getting a CETA job
Chicago style
The counselor
said he would
give her aCETA
job if she would
go to a motel with
him at lunchtime.
by Amy Weber

NE Guide to Summer Jobs
by Denise Bronson
and Deborah Padgett
Jobs are 13specially hard to
fi nd this summer with fewer
CETA positions available. In
order to help your search, we
conducted a survey of 80
leading employers to find out if
they had summer job openings. Only 13 gave us a positive
response.
The following firms are still
accepting summer applications: Chicago Sun-Times {16
and older}, Goldblatt's (17 and
older), Andy Frain (450 summer jobs available for persons
over 16 or 15 with a work per-

mit), Sears ( 17 and older),
Grant Hospital (16 and older),
Ponderosa Restaurants ( 16
and older), Pioneer Bank {16
years and older), J.C. Penny
{17 years and older), Caine
Ushers Service (300 summer
jobs for 16 years and older),
Jewel (16 years and older), and
Charles Stevens ( 16 and
older).
We found two others who
are now accepting full-time applications: The First National
Bank ( 16 years and older) and
Stivers Lifesavers, Inc. (17
years and older).
Good hunting!

Create your summer job
You don't always need an
employer to hold a su mmer
job. Why not start your own
business?
Think of something that
three orfour of your friends can
do with you , such as babysitting, carpentry, painting,
cleanup or gardening. Then
create your own company with
a promotion sheet which includes the names of people involved, references, cost of the
services and a phone number
where information can be obtained .
Don 't forget to give your
"company" a name. Get some
advice before determining your
rates. Distribute your ad sheets
in the neighborhood. Give

them to friends and put them in
churches and stores.
Don't expect immediate results. Starting a business is just
like looking for a job. It takes
time. And don't be surprised
when the work starts piling up.
Another way to create your
own job is to sell on a commission basis. Consider what sunbathers at the beach or a
softball team at the park might
like to buy without leaving the
beach or the park. Ask some
store owners if they'll let you
take some of those items
where the buyers are and sell
them.
A good commission for that
kind of selling is 15 percent.

Some Chicago teens need
CETA jobs desperately. They'll do
almost anything to get them .
And some adults who control
CETA applications are getting a
lot more than summer helpers.
When Charolette Thomas (not
her real name) went to her guidance counselor at school for a
CETA application on April 4, he
counselled her on the best way to
get a CETA job. He told her that
after going through all the paperwork, the xeroxing and the signing, she still might not get a job.
But he could guarantee her a job if
she did something for him. In fact,
he would give her the job of her
choice, so that she wouldn't have
to take whatever she gets, as
most young people in the CETA
program have to do.
For this favor Charolette was
told she would have to go to a
motel with the counselor.
,Charolette said she'd think about
it.
She really needed a job, and the
counselor made her feel that this
was the only way she'd · get one.
So, during her lunch break, she
went to a motel with her guidance
counselor.
When Carolette's brother found
out, he started a fight with the
counselor. The principal suspended the counselor for two
wee1<s - for fighting. He didn't
know what the counselor was
fighting about.
The counselor still calls
Charolette. He's been trying to
meet with her again. She won the
job, watching children at a day
care center.
At the same school , a different
counselor told Roy Carlson (not
his real name) that if he wanted a
CETA job, he'd have to give the
counselor $75 from his first paycheck.
Roy didn't think he had much
choice. Roy's parents make too
much money for him to be eligibl e
for the program. But he wanted
the CETA job, even if he had to
pay off a counselor to get it.
Students from other schools are
also reporting payoffs. Running
errands for the job counselor is
common.
Mary Andrews (not her real
name) is a mother on public aid

who isn 't supposed to have a job.
She thought that she could get
into trouble if she put her true social security number on the CETA
application. Friends told her to run
errands for him so that he would
let fake information pass on the
application.
Mary's application cleared the
counselor's office.
The hassles in getting a CETA
job didn't stop at the counselor's
office. In April when teens in the
Holy Family CETA program
learned that they had to have
photocopies of their school IDs,
social security cards and parent
paychecks in order to apply, ·they
headed for the only known copying machine in the neighborhood,
a currency exchange on Taylor
near Racine.
When these teens discovered
that the manager of the currency
exchange was charging between
75 cents and a dollar per copy,
they were stuck. They needed
those copies.

BALANCE YOUR EDUCATION

Combine a private liberal arts education at Mundelein
College with the cultural and career advantages of metropolitan Chicago. We'll help you balance what you learn in
the classroom with what you see in the museums and
hear at the symphony. We'll work with you to blend a
diverse curriculum with job opportunities that relate to
your course of study. It's a two-way street, this balance
of education. Our friendly faculty provides personal
teaching where close contact with students is encouraged
and emphasized. Your goals and interests are taken
seriously.

BICYCLES
Schwinn-Raleigh-Panasonic-Ross
• All major brands
• Parts & repairs
• 2000 bikes in stock
• Lifetime guarantee
FREE with this ad $10 worth of accessories with bike
purchase

KOZY'S CYCLERY
!SOUTH!

!NORTH!

1610 W. 35th St.
371 2 N . Halsted
523-8576
281-2263
All bikes fully assembled

Who Am I?
A new rock musical about being a teenager in Chicago

Coming: Saturday, May 19
Tickets: $2

Call 663-0543 for ticket information

Most of these situations came
about because of the strict requirements set down by the city.
Apparently these requirements
have kept la~ge numbers of teens
from applying for the jobs. Only
one percent of the job applications
were completed two weeks after
the program started.
As a result, on April 25 the
Mayor's Office of Manpower released a letter to the CETA agencies telling them that they can now
" redefine" the requirements at
their own risk. The nsk for the
agency is to pay back money if the
city proves that an employee is
really ineligible.
What this letter seems to be
saying is register youth the way
you've always done it.
So far this year most teens have
paid for their CETA jobs with a lot
of annoying paperwork. But for
some teens, the price of a CETA
job is $75, or running errands or
spending a lunchbreak at a motel
with a guidance counselor.
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Growing Pains

All you need is love

t.

Ellen s1ts with her friends at their usual
table. They're talking fashion, but she's not
interested. She's lost in her thoughts.
I take a seat at the next table. R1ght 1n
front of me is a stack of dirty plates and milk
cartons that hasn't been cleaned up. (It's
almost enough to kill my enthusiasm for this
column on L'O'V'E.)
Ellen attacks the subject head on. She's
been going out with her new boy friend ,
R.J., for about a month. She's seventeen
and he's eighteen.
R.J. was in her geometry class last year.
They had the same lunch period. They met
at lunch. (Some people have all the breaks.
I've been in high school for three years , and
I've yet to meet someone at lunch.)
R.J. and Ellen were just "friends." They
went with their club and their friends
everywhere.
··we didn't like each other at first," she
said. It was a group thing until a month ago
when they went to a disco. (I've never even
been inside of a disco.)
After the disco Ellen called Stan, her exboy friend, to get his approval.
·· stan and I were finished three weeks

before the disco. We weren't talking or even
saymg hello in the halls."
Stan's reactions we re predictable. " I
called him after the disco to make sure it
was all right. He didn't say anything. A few
days later he saw R.J. and me holding
hands in the hallway. I know that hurt him.
He took me aside and said, 'How could you
do that to me?' "
When she talks about Stan, Ellen leaves
some clues as to what she looks for in boys.
"Stan is hard to understand." She laughs
trying to find the right words. " He's, well ,
you know, smart, and I don't understand
him."
Apparently Stan turned off Ellen because
of his lack of affection. "I told him, 'It's over!
We're through . You never tell me you love
me, and you never eat lunch with me.' "
But Stan is old news. R.J . is her present.
Ellen's clipped accent is more noticeable,
and she gets giggly when she talks about
R.J. " I don't know why I like him. I guess it's
his personality."
R.J's friends really don't care much for
Ellen. Ellen claims that they don't like her
because they still remember Erica, R.J.'s

" ... she gets giggly
when she talks about
R.J. 'I don't know why I
like him. I guess it's his
personality.' "

By Elaine Takagi

old girl friend. "His friends like Erica because she's German. All of her German
friends don't like me.''
Ellen's parents would like her to date
someone of her own nationality. They're not
thrilled with the possibility of her marrying
an outsider like R.J. (My father is the same
way. He would prefer that I marry a
Japanese.)
Ellen's friends don't know R.J. well
enough to care one way or the other. But,
fortunately, neither of their best friends opposes the fact that they're "tight."
" R.J.'s best friend likes me. He jokes
around and likes to talk." As for Ellen's best
friend , well ... "She's quiet. She never goes

by Eric Williams

The end is near

"'

I was standing at the bus stop feeling
nervous. It seems every time I take a bus I
meet some weirdo.
It wasn't long before I heard footsteps. I
braced myself and turned around just in
time to see this guy snatch off his high
school jacket and bite it. He threw a left
hook to the zipper, raised it over his head
and threw it on the ground. He gave it a kick
in the class of '79 patch and started to cry.
I knew what would come next. I took a
deep breath. "Okay fellah, I'm listemng.
What's your problem?"
Oh wow!" he said, shaking h1s head.
" I m going to be graduating soon and I can't
stand it."
"I've done so much. and now l'lllose 1t all.

Rl

When I was a freshie , I was a little nerd who
couldn't do anything. I used to trip walking
up stairs. I'd forget where my locker was,
and I'd lose my lunch money.
"But that's not all!" (His face turned red .)
" I used to stop for hall guards and always
get to class on time. I even got scared if the
principal looked at me! "
He stopped and his expression changed.
"Sophomore year, that was the start of the
good times, the times of my life that I'll never
forget." (I saw tears in his eyes again.)
"Beating up myfirstfreshie, stealing my first
lunch cutting study, running past my first
hall guard. It's all behind me now. I won't be
able to do any of those things anymore
without people thinking I'm we1rd."

" I'll never start another lunchroom riot or
shoot rubber bands at a substitute
teacher.''
He wiped away the tears and broke into a
smile. " I'll remember the first time I snuck
onto the back of a bus. Boy was I scared!
But I earned a lot of respect and saved
thirty-five cents too!"
"Senior year, we ruled over everything.
We threw the most paper at assemblies.
We yelled dirty cheers at football games,
and we got to stand around in the halls and
look important." (He stopped and swallowed hard.) "But it's all coming to an end
now.
'I started to feel it nght after Christmas
vacation. The juniors started whispering
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behind our backs. They wouldn't jump
when we'd say 'jump'!".
"Then, today, it happened! This junior
was sitting on the stairs in my spot! I told him
to move, and he said, 'No.' He said NO to
ME! He said NO!" (He threw back his head
and screamed, giving his jacket a karate
chop.)
He continued. " I told him, 'Look, you,
junior, I asked you nicely.'
"And he said, 'Okay, but this is gonna be
my spot next year anyway!'
"That's when I realized the truth . Next
September the juniors will be taking over.
They'll be eating at my lunch table. They'll
be telling jokes I would have told . They'll get
the best seats at the football games ... It's
over and I'll never get it back."
Just then the bus pulled up. I got on and
looked back. He ran around to the back
door to sneak on. He pulled, and the door
didn't move. He pulled again. Nothing. The
bus pulled off.
At the back of the bus a boy in a·· Class of
'80'' T-shirt whipped out a water gun. He
stuck it out the Window and a1med at the
senior's face. "Take that!" he screamed
and fired.

DRAFTI~G

BEAR

• No Investment Necessary
• No Mlnunum Sales
Eam Money From The FIRST Sut>sc;nplton
• No Inventory
• No Deliveries To Mal«t
PotMUal Suboonbo<s lnciU<Ie A"VONE lnto>eSied 1n Hogh Scnool.

when me and R.J. ask her out. She and R.J.
don't have time to get to know each other.''
(Some friend! If one of my buddies had a
new boy friend, I'd find out who he was.)
But all else aside, Ellen and R.J. think
they are in love.
·"Sometimes we talk real seriously about
what we're going to do. R.J.'s a senior, and
he's going into the Army. He wants to be
stationed in California, Japan or Korea. I
think about going with him."
And all Ellen's parents keep saying is,
"Well, it's okay for you to go out with him as
long as it doesn't get serious.'' (What a
great plot tor a movie.)

• - - - - - - - - - - · P h o n e , wrhe or ma1l coupon for oulletin l - - - - - - - - - -

.

AMERICAN INSTITlHE OF DRAFTING OF CHICAGO
202 SOUTH STATE STREET Chicago 60604 • Phone 427~003
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SUBSCRIPTIONS!!! Rolauvos. Etc

SubScribe and Sell Subacrlptlonalll
can Doug Bullone, Defense capt
787-6955
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AT THE CITY COLLEGES OF CHICAGO,
YOU CAN:
Register Now for Fall Semester
Starting August 20
Chicago City-Wide College
209 North Michigan Avenue
277-2500

Malcolm X College
1900 West Van Buren Street
942-3000

Daley College
7500 South Pulaski Road
735-3000

Olive-Harvey College
10001 South Woodlawn Avenue
568-3700

Kennedy-King College
6800 South Wentworth Avenue
962-3200

Truman College
1145 West Wilson Avenue
878-1700

Loop College
64 East Lake Street
269-8000

Wright College
3400 North Austin Avenue

n7-7900

Day • Evening • TV College Courses

Prepare for a Career
and Earn an Associate
Degree in
• Business
• Creative, Cultural
and Performing Arts
• Engineering and
Industrial
• Health
• Public C1nd Hu rnC"m
Serv1ce
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City that works could work for teens
Should teens have a say rn legislation which
concerns them? The Chicago City Council
doesn't seem to think so. Legislation was
passed by the City Council recently to raise the
drinking age in Chicago from 18 to 21. But, citizens under 21 weren't asked to testify before
that law was passed.
Why didn't they attend the hearing and add
their opinion about the law? As the City Council
sees it, youth did have the opportunity. They
merely had to go down to city hall and speak
out.
But, of course, this is not as simple as it
sounds, and the aldermen know this. Young
people may have the right to be included in
hearings, but they don't know it and they aren't
asked.
Most of us know very little about political
power. The City Council makes no effort to inform us of our right to express an opinion or to
offer evidence.
The aldermen are copping out, just as the
colleges and universities did before the Affirmative Action Program was adopted. Colleges said
that minorities could enroll. All that they had to
do was apply. Yet, they knew that few minority
applicants could meet their educational quantications. The same situation applies to the aldermen. They have passed a law which affects
citizens under 21, but they haven't encouraged

them to participate in the decision. They know
that teens are politically unsophisticated.
In acting without the input of young people,
the City Council has passed a law which is
equivalent to Prohibition. The law may prohibit
the sale of liquor to minors, but tbere will always be ways to get around it. Younger teens
have already used fake I.D.'s to get liquor, and
will continue to do so. If the City Council ex-

pected the liquor law to be effective, it should
have made an effort to consult young people
and win their cooperation.
But, the aldermen didn't do any of this. In the
future , the aldermen must recognize their duty
to educate young people about political participation. When legislation is passed without the
insight of those who will be affected, there can
be no dervocratic spirit in the city.

Letters to the Editor
"Sex" in New Expression

Miriam Solan-Hanovre
Creative Arts Specialist
Youth Guidance at Waller High School

In response to your reques(for feedback
on the issue of sexuality on the pages of
your publication, let me say you are doing a
wonderful job; don't stop now. At the
young-old age of twenty-eight, I wish
someone like you had been around when I
was in high school. I can envision which of
the more pointless life struggles I could
have avoided if I had come through my
adolescence with people as courageous as
your editorial staff.
It is depressing to me every time I come
into contact with high school-age parents
who, for the most part, are totally unprepared to deal with the realities of child rearing, never mind their own life plans.
If your January, 1979 "Teen Teaser'' has
led one person to question the consequences of his/her sexual behavior and
choose to behave responsibly, consider it a
victory.

Let's hear it for hard-working youth
Please add my name to what must be a
growing list of people who have good things
to say about New Expression. Over the
past year I've been impressed by the way
the NE staff have followed up on stories,
pursued unique angles and provided
service-oriented features. You deserve a
good deal of credit - for surviving long
enough to put out 19 or 20 issues and for
continually improving.
New Expression is an excellent example of what hard-working , enthusiastic
youth can do to inform, inspire and lead
other parts of their community.
Thanks for sending me copies of your
magazine. It's been great.
Richard S. Brooks

Wilmington , Delaware

GETA employment.
Steve Askin
Labor Writer
The Chicago Reporter

Notes from the pros
I was very much impressed by your story
on the city's CETA youth jobs cutbacks.
You proved yourselves shrewd and skilled
journalists by probing beyond the official
explanations and showing how money is
being diverted from the young people who
need the jobs into the administration.
Keep up the good work. I'm sure there
are many other aspects of the GETA program which deserve the same kind of close
examination. It would be interesting, for
example, to find out whether the jobs are
distributed fairly and evenhandedly to those
who need them most, or if they are given out
on a political basis through the Democratic
machine. l'.<:f also like to see more reporting
on the nationwide effort, spearheaded by
the Congressional Black Caucus, to stop
President Carter's proposed cutback in

Correction on New Venereal Disease
In the April issue of New Expression
some information about a form of venereal
disease, nongonococcal urethritis, that was
given in Inside Tracks was misleading.
Nongonococcal urethritis (NGU) is an inflamation of the urinary tract. It is not a form
of herpes but an infection that causes the
same symptoms as gonorrhea (pain on urination and discharge). This d1sease is
being seen more and more frequently m
Chicago (4,379 cases during the last six
months of 1978).
Collins Love
Information and Education Specialist
Chicago Dept. of Health

If you were the Mayor of
Chicago,
what would you do about youth unemployment?

Join our
TV Council
Are you mterested in the
quality of programming on TV,
particularly shows designed for
teens? Do you want television
broadcasters to hear what you
have to say? Well, a group of
Ch1cago area high school stu·
dents are involved with those
things. Th ey make up th e
Youth Television Council of
Ch1cago Th ey meet with
broadcasters regularly, telling
them they think of TV , and
they're suggest1ng ways to improve 1t.
If you want to be a part of
discuss1ng TV programming,
why not JOin the TV Council this
summer? For informat1on
about becommg a member,
contact the Youth Communication Center at 663-0543, and
ask to speak w1th Kev1n or a
member of the TV Cou~..... .
.
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Antoinette Green,
junior, Immaculata
H.S.
I woul d put more
money into the CETA
program so tha t
teenagers
would
have more opportuniti es for JObs. I
would see to it that
the income reqUirements would be
stric tly enforced to
g1ve the JO~s to those
who really need

.

-~

Rodney Franklin,
junior, Lindblom
H.S.
If I were mayor. I
would see to 1t that
businesses with good
work-study programs
for h1gh school students got some kind
of tax breaks or rebates

...

.\\' ...

Bernard
Nixon,
senior, Lindblom
I would try to get 1nput
from teens through
questionnaires and
student
advisory
commi ttees to fmd
out what they felt
about youth unemployment and how to
deal with 1t Then I
would place responSible
teens
m
h1gher-paymg, prestigiOUS jObS.

Pamela Hudson,
Lindblom H.S.
I wou ld cut many
full-t1me JObs mto
part-t1me JObs to
spread them around.
I would also htre a
student committee to
help advtse public officials on crittcal is:.ues dealing with
teens.
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R U good at initials?
by Evelyn Polk and Sharon Edwards
1 Wr :e your an wefs on a
sheet ol paper numbered 1
to 12
2 Send your ans wars along
Nlth your name, address,
age, school and phone
numbor to Youth CommumcahonfT een Teasers, 207 S
Wabash , Ch1cago 60604
Do not send the puzzle, JUSt
the answers
3 All answers must be re·
ce1ved no later than June
15

4 People workmg for Youth
Commumcat1on cannot par·
t1c1pate m the contest
5 Pnzes w1ll be awarded to the
f1rst three correct entries we
rece1ve.

The 1n1t1als Inside the cartoon
are common sounds around
high schools today Sometimes
students hear these nitials, but
they don' t know what they
stand for Here, listed 1 to 12
are the meanings for most of
the ln1tials in the cartoon. Try to
match the meanings with the
correct initials.
Here are the correct answers
for the Apnl Teen Teaser.
1) Steve Allen; 2) Charleton
Heston; 3) Ernest Hemmgway;
4) Jane Byrne, 5} Kim Novak;
6) Ann Margaret. 7) M1ckey
Johnson, 8} Arthur Goldberg;
9) John Johnson; 10} Lorrame
Hansberry; 11 ) Bob Newhart
and 12) Ken Moore.

Teen Teasers
We rece1ved a lot of correct
entnes to the Apnl Teen
Teaser, "The 'k1ds Most Likely
to Succeed "
Four of these entries also
1dent1f1ed the three yearbook
photographs The bonus w1n·
ners are Ruth McGee, CVS;
Tang1 Anderson , Whitney
Young ; Anita
Caldwell,
Lindblom; and Regma Jones,
Lucy Flower.
The prize winners were cho·
sen through a lottery. Because
schools were closed for spnng
break at d1Herent times, New
Expression's distnbution was
spread over two weeks . We did
not think 1t would be fair,

therefore, to name as wmners
the f~rst correct entnes we received 1n the mail.
The followmg teens submit·
ted correct entries: Pamela
Murphy, St. Willibrord; Beverly
Watson, Wh1tney Young; Ruth
McGee; Tang• Anderson; Amta
Caldwell , Regina Jones ;
Ayman Barbari , Lakeview ;
Debbi Matson, Von Stueben;
Curt1s Tatum, Wh1tney Young;
Cheryl Walker, Calumet; Tern
Dawson, Simeon; Nina Gunn,
Whitney Young; Anthony
Dovine, CVS; Royse Ponton,
Lindblom and Dwayne Truss,
Westinghouse.

Form used by the Col ege
Entr anee Exam1na!Jon Board
to establish your family s
fmanc1al status for college
fmane1al a1d purposes.
2 Grant funded by the U.S
Government to a1d c1t1zens m
meetmg college costs
3 An organ•zatJon 1n llhno1s that
makes all rules for sports and
interschool competition
4. College-level courses g1ven 1n
h1gh school.
5. Ach1evement tests used by
colleges 1n determimng a student's
acceptance
(Achievement means what
you have learned 1n h1story.
sc1ence. math. grammar, ht·
erature.}
6 . A nat1onal organ1zat1on sponsored by the Jumor Chamber
of Commerce in order to teach
youth how bus1ness works 1n
the free enterpnse system
7. A work expenence for youth
sponsored by the U.S. Dept.
of Labor.
8. Test g1ven 1n JUmor year of
high school to determine
whether or not a student
qualifies for the National Merit
or National Achievement
scholarship program.
9. A testing program used by
colleges that includes both an
aptitude and achievement
tests . (Apt1tude means your
ability to think - make comparisons, analyze, solve puzzles.}
10. Cumulative average of a student's high school grades by a
point system.
11 . Forms used by the American
College Testing Program to
determine the amount of
money you and your family

Playing it off

I'm all alone in a crowd
Dear Susan,
I have this very serious
problem with myself. I don't
have any self-confidence. I always seem to put myself down
because I just can't do anything
right.
First of all, I can't mix in with
other teenagers. I don't know
what to talk about, and I don 't
seem to have any kind of communication whatsoever.
And another problem I have

YOUR
FRIENDLY

is talking to girls. This is my
main problem of all. I just don't
know what to say to them .
Every time I go up to a certain
girl I might want to talk to, I get
very scared and nervous. To tell
you the truth, I think I am the
only one with this problem in
this world today.
Another thing I want to include in this very long and sad
letter is that I am very ugly and
unattractive. That's why every-

SCHWINN®

DEALER

Feel The Thrill of· Spring
on A Ten-Speed

body in this world hates me,
and I wish I were dead.
MJM, senior
P.S. I am sending an enclosed
picture of myself to let you see
how ugly I am.
Well , Michael, I can't tell you
how to force yourself on others or
how to make them like you. But
before anyone is going to get to
like you, you're going to have to
learn to like yourself.
I hope that you are not letting
someone drum these bad feelings
into your head. Because if you
are, you'll never escape your own
worst enemy- you.
What does it mean to be like·
able? Think about what make you
smile. Think about what others do
for you that makes you feel good,
even if those other people are not
teens. Start with an act as simple

cartoon by Agustlne Meza
should contribute toward your
college education.
12. Group working with the Board

of Education to evaluate the
Access to Excellence Program

and as kind as greeting people at
school, " Hi, _ _ , how are you?"
The name in the blank is very important because most people
prize their names or their
nicknames.
Read the column " Growing
Pains" on page 8 of this issue.
You'll notice that 1t takes time before people who attend the same
classes or belong to the same
clubs actually become friends or
ask each other for a date. But you
do have to start somewhere by
JOining a school group or a community group or a church group
where you can work with people
and laugh at their jokes.
P.S. That photo you sent must
be four years old. I don't know how
you look today, but you have wonderfully warm brown eyes and an
engaging smile.
Dear Susan,
Why don't teens get more involved in their communities? It
would help them grow up in so
many ways.
Mark Allen, CVS

Some teens, I can't speak for
all, are not involved in their com·
munities because they have other
things to do that take up the1r lime
outside of their community.
Unless an organization already
exists in a student's neighbor·
hood, a high school student is not
likely to start an effort on h1s or her
own. How many community lead·
ers bother to ask young people to
help them with the planning of a
commumty event or the solv1ng of
a commumty problem? Usually
the leaders just want you1h when
it's time to do the dirty work, and
often teens resent having to be
shamed into that kind of work!
Last summer I reported on a
CETA prOJect at St Sabina on the
South S1de. The teens planned
that community renewal from the
first day. They did a good Job, and
they were proud of the1r work. The
merchants on 79th Street con·
gratulated them.

JACKETS • SWEATERS •
EMBLEMS

•
•

for ALL SCHOOLS

Made the Way
You Want Them
All Styles • V-Cuts
Hoods • Belts • Special Designs
COME TO OUR FACTORY OR PHONE US FOR
FREE DESIGN KIT
We have Schwinn 10-speeds, 5-speeds, 3-speeds and great
bikes for kids. Every "chwinn bike is assembled, adj usted
and ready to nde at n• extra charge.

Every Schwinn Bike is covered by the Schwinn Dealer 5Point Protection Plan. When Schwinn does it . . . it's done
nght!
ASSEMBLED AND ADJUSTED AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

~

M f'

• Cheer & Pep Club Outfits
\
• Skirts-Sweaters-Jackets
1
• Pom Poms-Booster Buttons ~{. ~
~-

CHICAGO KNITIING MILLS
3344 W. Montrose 463-1464

955·1800
66375.
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Report of Schools' Progress 1978 to 1979
New Expression grades 'Access to Excellence'

(Grades 9-12)
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by Kristina Prorok based on New Expression reports

Senn Bilinqual Center
opportunity for bilingual students in five tanguages to spend part of the day in the Center
where their second language and culture would
be stressed.

(f) .c
Oa.
NIA
F/A I
Comment:
Poor turn out of Asian bilingual students
whose parents seem to want them in the
mainstream . Spanish was overenrolled.

Steinmetz Computer Science Proqram

c

IAn

IA magnet program in computer technology offering expensive equipment not available in most
schools.

oE

C/) .Q

.~~

-0>

~e

Metro 6-year working students' school
The plan would allow students to work in the Loop
and attend classes between 8 am and 8 pm and
on Saturdays.

A I
Whitney Young Performing Arts
Comment:
!Students enter a professional life experience with
Students are easy to recruit for this pro- regular schoolwork provided on a tutorial basis.
gram, but t:-Je equipment is lagging behind.

Taft - Permissive Transfer Center
Openings for nonwhite students to integrate what
has been an all-white school.

N/A
B I
Comment:
Enrolled 80 minority students. They Career Development Centers
seem pleased with the program. Only a jAn opportunity for juniors interested in a variety of
few minor racial incidents during the 14 careers to spend a semester of afternoon
year.
"study" learning at a job site as a class .

Whitney Young Junior and Senior High
School
Academically talented seventh and eighth
graders would attend Young along with ninth
through twelfth graders.

N/A
F/A I
Comment:
The program will be dropped due to a Rezin Orr Business Manaqement Program
lack of applicants. The present student lA fouf-year magnet program for students inbody fought the proposal.
terested in four years of business training , requiring 21 credits for graduation, enaing with job inInc.
Inc. I
ternships.
Comment:
Coming in '79. Strong planning.
Waller Language Center
1Planned for 500 students as a specialty school in
languages.

Northside Career Hiqh School
Wtll offer vocational programs in ten specialty
areas some of which are not now available in any
other public high school , such as landscaping and
opthamology.

c

Percy Julian Tech Center
Julian was supposed to get more equipment and
expand existing programs.

F I
Comment:
City/Suburban Exchange Proaram
Program stayed basically the same. The commuter exchange program slated to open in
school is still not integrated, probably September of '79.
because it's thought of as an all-black
school in the surrounding community.

Bogan
Integration hoped for through feeder grade
schools' bused integration.

F I
Advanced Placement Expansion
N/A
lAP course opportunities were expanded to inComment:
Students say the pressure is from their elude 42 schools (164 courses) .
parents. It's still an all-white fortress .

Harrison: Chicago Technical Institute
A center for management leadership science,
computer science and carpentry.

c

1

D I
Comment:
Program was forced to open before the
equipment was in place. Integrated only
Black and Latino.

Grades
N/A- not applicable
F/A- failure due to lack of students
Inc. - incomplete

-~

c

C/) .Q

Cll«i
<!).._
~g>
:::~(f) .c

Oa.
Inc.
Inc. I
Comment:
No action so far. Metro students oppose
"revolving door" atmosphere being imposed. Jane Byrne seems to support
"more Metros."
CN/AI
Comment:
Lack of enrollment because other
schools won't encourage their "best"
performers to transfer. Not enough time
to plan the program and excite talented
students into transferring on their own.
A
A I
Comment:
Well planned. Good recruiting. Coordinators make classes appealing. Content is professional (where NE was able
to observe).
A

B

Comment~

I

Good beginning with freshmen ; the real
challenges are ahead. Black-whiteLatino ratio is 65%, 8% and 25%.
N/A
D I
Comment:
Attracted less than 10 percent of
capacity, mostly in French .
Inc.
Inc. I
Comment:
No serious consideration at this time because state money has not been approved to cover cost.
CF I
Comment:
AP does not help integration because
students are not willing to leave their
home school for one class. Quality differs greatly. For example, at Lane, 98
students took AP classes , 61 took the
qualifying test and 41 were successful.
At Fenger, 80 took the class but no one
took the test.

Com~ter Science • Accounti

•Pre-Professional Programs
Public Administration • BusinE
• R.N. Com~letion PrQgram t
Programs for today. Training
for the future.
That's the versatil ity of the
liberal arts Tratnmg for flex·
tbiltty and crea ttvity for
today's changing job reqUtre·
ments
Why North Park?
We' re small
1200 stu·
dents who recetve personalized attentton So your
talents aren' t lost tn the
shuffle
tn educatton
We 're btg
qualtty Twenty-stx maJors and
nearly 500 courses Excellent
pre-profess tonal programs And
more than 80% of ou r stu·
dents recetve ftnanctal atd
Versatility: that's liberal arts.
Excellence: that's North Park.
Wrtte today for mformation

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Day 'chool
f uiHom('
1<l _ _

Eventng school

Part·tome
)!'ill

( dtalog

Applocdtton

or enrollmt:nt

~lp_ _

91 ~5

LEARNING FOR
A GOOD LIVING
MAKING
In challenging diversified career fields that show
in the paycheck!
*****Certificate Programs - Degree Programs*****
TIMESTUDY
ACCOUNTING
METHODS AND WORK SIMPLIFICATION
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
PRODUCTION CONTROL
ACCOUNTING CLERK
QUALITY CONTROL
BOOKKEEPING
PLANT LAYOUT AND MATERIAL HANDLING COST ACCOUNTING
MANUFACTURING AND
TAX ACCOUNTING
PROCESS ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATIONS
STANDARD DATA
AUDITING
M.T.M. (Methods Time Measurement)
JR. ACCOUNTING CLERK
STANDARD COSTS & ESTIMATING
Your investment in education must pay dividends tn increased income to be effective

You are welcome to see our Placement Records and talk with our alumni.
DEGREE IN 20 MONTHS!
Approvals: Illinois Office of Education, Veteran~)' Trainini}. Nonimmigrant
Students, Vocational Rehabilitation. CETA

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
COLLEGE OF CHICAGO and
WALTON205 W.COLLEGE
DIVISION
WACKER DRIVE (at Wells St.)
Chicago, llllnots 60606

Phone 782-6731
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Summer Guide To
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Original Youth Theater answers the musical question
"Who Am I?" This play is
about two young girls who
have identity crises as they
move from grammar school
through their first two years of
high school. "Who Am I?" is
written and acted by Chicago
teens . Jones Commercial
High School Auditorium, 606
S. State, 8pm, $2.

"Who Am I?"
21

23
24-25
25

" The Body Human : the
Sexes." A dramatic, informative exploration of human
sexuality from infancy to advanced age. This program focuses on the lives of four real
families, 8pm, Ch. 2.
Chicago Fashion Designers
Showcase, Richard J. Daley
Center, lobby, noon.
Track and field , Chicago Park
Districts, Special Olympics
(call 294-2339 for info.).
WLS Teen Night at Comiskey
Park. Teens pay only $1 ad-

26-28

3

2

2-3

4

Ch1cago Park District beaches
open.
Alternative Schools Network
presents " Education for
Change 4," an ali-day program
on alternative education with
workshops for students and
exhibits of alternative school
programs. The conference will
be at DePaul University, 2324
N. Seminary, 10-6; admission
is $1 .00 for students, $3.00
others (call 728-4030 for info).
57th Street Art Fair, Hyde Park
(call 94 7-9656 for info), noon to
dusk.
Old Chicago, 555 S. Bolingbrook Dr. (Ill. Hwy. 53) just off
Int. 55 , Bolingbrook (7591895), indoor amusement
park. Windy City disco and live
entertainment every weekend.
Adults $5.95.
Body Politic Theater's 7th Annual Art Festival, Uncoln Ave.
between Belden and Webster
(outside}. Noon 'til dusk.
Foxfire presents rock music
program " Silent Sounds :
Music for the Deaf." Music is
interpreted visually for hearing

JUL.,I
AUf3U\T.

6-10

20-22

" South Side Adventure," an
all-day cycling trip through the
South Side beginning at the
Planetarium, sponsored by
American Youth Hostels .
Contact the trip leader, Lynn
Babcock (684-1065). For more
information about summer
events in canoeing, hiking ,
backpacking, camping and
cycling you can contact American Youth Hostels, 3712 N.
Clark, Chicago, 60613, or call
327-8114 after 12:30pm. The
AYH is a volunteer organization of people who like this kind
of recreation . They organize
events as !nexpensively as
possible by getting group
rates.
and nonhearing audiences,
12: 15pm, Culture Center.
Second Annual Chicago
Dance Festival at Navy Pier.
6 Dance Ensemble, 7pm.
Chicago Contemporary
Dance Theater, 8:30pm.
7 Moridine and Company,
7pm.
Chicago Moving Company,
8:30pm.
8 Julian Swain Dance Theater, 7pm.
9 Chicago Dance Medium,
2:30pm.

30

22

22

24-28

8
12-16

15
19-23

21-25

28

4

photos by Melvin Banks and
Paula Eubanks

Summer Cycling

Gold Coast Art Fair, Rush
Street between Chicago Avenue and Cedar Street be-

· Chicago's Eve of the Fourth"
Independence Day festival
concert at the Petrillo Band
Shell in Grant Park, with the
Ch1cago Symphony Orchestra,
the Grant Park Orchestra, and
a fireworks display afterward.
Grant Park Ba nd Shell ,
7:30pm.
Fireworks display at Soldier
Field.

by Jacqueline Ryan and
Betina Bulawa

about reservations. Transportation , food and canoe rental
cost $50. Sponsored by
American Youth Hostels (see
June 3).

mission to Sox game. Comiskey Park, 35th and Dan Ryan.
" Canoe the Kickapoo River
over Memorial Day Weekend."
Call Ginger Carney (465-3808}

Fantastic Fourth
3
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Joyce Hall Dancers, 7pm.
10 Chicago Dance Laboratory, 8:30pm.
Museum of Science and Industry Industrial Arts Festival
thru July 8.
Chicago Park District's Theater
on the Lake presents the musical " Brigadoon ," Theater
Pavillion, Fullerton Ave. and
the Outer Drive, 8pm, tickets
$1 .50.
Minor beaches open in the city.
Chicago Park District's Theater
on the Lake presents the
comes an open air market in
the world's largest art fair.
Noon to 10pm.
Chicago Park District's Theater
on the Lake presents the comedy " Vanities," Theater
Pavilllion, Fullerton Ave. and
the Outer Drive, 8pm, tickets
$1.50.
Lakefront Festival at Grant
Park; a week-long water festival with boat races and
parades. King Neptune leads
the parade down Michigan
Ave. On Venetian Night there is
a " Yacht Parade of Ughts."
Thru Aug. 3.

August
3-12 " Chicagofest. " Live music,
jazz, folk, country and classical

26-30

29

" Dummy. " The true life story of
Donald Lang, a black deaf
youth who suffered injustice
after his arrest in connection
with the murder of a Chicago
prostitute, 8pm, Ch. 2.
Marriott's Great America
Theme Park, Gurnee (2492000}. A 200-acre amusement
park with theaters , arenas,
rides and games. Open Memorial Day 10am-8pm; admission
is $8.95.
drama "The Diary of Anne
Frank." Theater Pavillion, Fullerton Ave. and the Outer
Drive, 8pm, tickets $1.50.
"Chinese Cooking Class," at
the Cultural Center Theater,
12:15pm.
WLS Teen Night at Comiskey
Park. Teens pay only $1 admission to Sox game, Comiskey Park, 35th and Dan Rya_n.
Ravinia Festival begins: pop,
folk, jazz and classical music,
dance and theater programs,
Green Bay Road , north of
County Une Road, Highland
Park. (Call 782-9696 for info.)
Ends Sept. 9.
Chicago Park District's Theater
on the Lake presents the comedy " Blythe Spirit, " Theater
Pavillion, Fullerton Ave. and
the Outer Drive, 8pm, tickets
$1 .50.
Chicago Park District's Theater
on the Lake presents the
comedy-drama " One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest,"
Theater Pavillion, 8pm, tickets
$1.50.
The City Symphony Orchestra
of Chicago in concert with jazz
guitarists Herb Ellis and Bonnie Kessel. Cultural Center,
Preston
Bradley
Hall,
12:15pm.

7-11

11
25

artists perform at Navy Pier,
and throughout the neighborhoods. Top name performers
and local talents are featured ,
along with food from 40
Chicago area restaurants .
Moderate prices. (Still tentative
at press time.)
Chicago Park District's Theater
on the Lake presents the
comedy-drama " The Hasty
Heart," Theater Pavillion, Fullerton Ave. and the Outer
Drive, 8pm, tickets $1 .50.
Annual Bud Billikin Day
Parade. 39th and King Drive,
10 am
WLS Teen Night at Comiskey
Park. Teens are admitted to
Sox game for $1 .00. Comiskey
Park, 35th and Dan Ryan .

Where the Stars Come
Along With the Rides
Old Chicago has the Windy City
Disco every Friday and Saturday
from 8:00 p.m. till midnight,
"L1ve at Old Chicago" concerts
every Saturday and Sunday and
May 12 & 13

40 other rides, shows and attractions. All entertainment is
included in the general park admission of $5.95 for adults and
$4.95 for children (ages 3-11).

May 26

May 28

June 8, 9 & 10

June 23 & 24

Dion

Ram Jam

"Runaround Sue"

"Black Betty

Blood, Sweat
& Tears

Chubby Checker

Chuck Berry

"King" of the Twist

" Maybelline"

"Spinning Wheel"
May 19 & 20

May 27

June 2 & 3

June 16 & 17

JL!"'A 29 & 30

Anson Williams

Billy "Crash"
Craddock

Heartsfield

Gary Puckett and
the Union Gap

Black O~k
Arkansas

star of Happy Days"

Hubba Hubba"

Ch1cago's own
rock group

'Young Girl'

"Jim Dandy t:;>
the Rescue"

Rates and
entertainment
subject to change
Take 1-55
(Stevenson
Expressway) to
Route 53,
..,..,rook, II.
(312) 759-1895
Free Parking

